Abstract
Introduction
Geometric fusion 3f multiple sets of overlapping surface measurements to form a complete 3D object or environment model has received considerable interest [3, 5 , 6, 9, 11, 12, 14. 16, 171 . Reconstruction of 3D models of real objects is important for realistic computer generated imagery and accurate reverse engineering of CAD models. Two approaches have been proposed for fusion of multiple overlapping surface measurements into a single representation: mesh inteXration [ 12, 9, 14, 161 and voluiizetric,fiisiorz [3, 5 , 6, 1 I , 171.
Mesh integration techniques enable fusion of multiple range images without loss of accuracy. In general mesh integration is sensitive to erroneous measurements which may cause catastrophic failure [ 3 , 51. Recent research has addressed the sensitivity to erroneous measurements by incorporating visibility constraints [9] . Current mesh integration techniques are computationally expensive and do not allow reliable reconstruction from arbitrary surface measurements such as those obtained from a hand-held range sensor.
Volumetric fusion of surface measurements provides a general technique for model reconstruction from surface triangulations [3,5, 1 I] . Measurements are combined into a single implicit surface representation which makes no assumptions about the geometry or topology allowing complex objects to be represented. This approach enables c!iable reconstruction of complex object models without loss of accuracy [5] . Discrete implicit surface representation gives an order of magnitude reduction in computational cost [3] . Discrete representation causes a reduction in accuracy resulting in loss of surface detail and holes in the reconstructed model at crease edges or thin surface sections [3, 1 I] . Previous discrete representations approximate the implicit surface at a single resolution for both complex geometric features and smc..>th regions.
Representation costs are prohibitively expensive ror accurate reconstruction of small surface features on large objects. This is a critical for reliable reconstruction of detailed environment models and accurate reverse engineering.
Multi-resolution geometric fusion addresses accurate reconstruction using a discrete implicit surface re.iresentation. The principal objective is accurate reconstruction independent of ob-ject size. A single resolution fusion algorithm is presented in section 2 for the construction of a discrete implicit representation from a set of arbitrary triangulated meshes. This approach enables fusion of surface measurements from both conventional range images and a hand-held range sensor. An efficient hierarchical structure Lor implicit surface approximation with bounded error i c . h o d u c e d in section 3. Unlike previous hierarchical f;eld functions this representation provides efficient surface npproxir,iation based on local surface geometry for a volumeliic rnvelope around the object surface. Multi-resolution fusion with bounded error is achieved by combining the hierarchical representation with the single resolution a1gor:thm. Vdidation of the fusion algorithm and results for real ob.jects are given in section 4.
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Single-Resoliltion Geometric Fusion
This scction presents an algorithm for fusion of an arbitrary set of triangulated meshes into a single resolution discrete implicit surface r-presentation. Incremental trianglehy-triangle transformation using the iiorimi wlrrnie is used to construct a volumetric envelope around the surface. An e I'ticient single resolution volumetrt c surl'acc re prcse ntn t ion is obtained which is viewpoint indcpendent unlike previous iiicthods [3] is viewpoilit independent. The incremental algorithm enables geometric fusion of surface mensut-cments trom hoth conventional range iinages or a hand-held range sensor. 
Volumetric Surface Representation
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Volumetric surface representation is achie\,ed hy local planar approximation of the surface in the discrete voxel structitre. Given an input triangulated mesh AI coiiiposcd o f a set ov vertices P = [Go, ..., U;, ..., I j~~-l ] iind triangles T = 
Single-Resolution Fusion Algorithm
Fusion of multiple overlapping meshes, M O , ...: L',", can he achieved using the volumetric surface representation introduced in the previous section. For each mesh AI, we can define a closed offset envelope between ill: and Af, with offset distance d,,,,,c. Thus for each triangle we can define a t , . a normal volume I :y ( t r ) and incrementally transform the mesh to a volumetric representation. In overlapping regions of surt'acc measurements from different meshes the normal volumes will intersect provided the maximum measuremcnt error e,,,,, < rl,,,,,c. If this condition is satisfied we can combine the field functions from different meshes to obtain a single volumetric representation. Fusion of multiple meshes requires an 'overlap' test to determine if surface measurements from different meshes in close spatial proximity correspond to the same or different regions o f t h e measured object surface. Definition of a robust overlap test is critical for reliable surface reconstruction as discussed in previous work [ 5 ] . As in previous work geometric constraints are used to estimate if overlapping measurements correspond to the same surface region based on:
Spatial proximity: distance between overlapping measurements is less than the maximum distance d,,,,. 
F igure 2. Voiumetric representation error
Spatial proximity provides a coarse test of measurement overlap which has been used in previous work [3] . 
Performance of Single-Resolution
Given a mesh A l we want to define bounds lor the worst case approximation error of transforming A4 into a discrete volumetric representation with voxel size Ac according to the procedure introduced in 2.1. Two sources of discrete volumetric representation error occur. Firstly, voxel intersection with a triangle boundary in a non-planar region as illustrated in Figure 2 (a). Secondly, voxel intersection with multiple mesh regions as illustrated in Figure 2 (b). This may occur at crease edges and for thin surface regions. In planar mesh regions such as the interior of a triangle the discrete voxel representation is exact. The maximum approximation error, emaz, occurs for multiple mesh intersections with a single voxel and is equal to the maximum voxel size, e,,,,, = &A. Reliable reconstruction of complex surfaces therefore requires a small voxel size.
The computation and memory cost of the volumetric representation depend on the number of voxels inside the offset envelope. For a uniform spatial subdivision of N: voxels the number of occupied voxels for a planar surface is O(N,), a spherical surface O(N:) and for a free-form surface may be even higher. Consequently, for a complex surface the computation and representation costs are proportional to the square (or higher power) of the voxel size. Conversely the representation accuracy is inversely proportional to the voxel size. Therefore, a uniform reduction in voxel size does not provide a satisfactory mechanism for efficient volumetric surface representation with bounded approximation error.
Multi-Resolution Geometric Fusion
In this section we introduce a new multi-resolution discrcte volumetric surface representation. The ob.jectives of the multi-resolution appro ac .I i are: The simplest algorithm for constructing the multiresolution representation with bounded approximation error is to first build a single uniform representation at the highest ~~esolution Ac 5 2 A multi-resolution representation with fi' bounded error, 7 , can then be constructed by incrementally replacing the highest resolution voxels with corresponding lower resolution voxels while limiting the surface approximation error. However, single resolution representation is assumed to be prohibitively expensive in both computational and storage costs.
A multi-resolution representation which is independent of the size of the input triangulation is necessary to ensure that the cost does not continue to increase as new triangles that overlap surface regions already represcnted are added. If explicit references to the input triangles are stored in the volumetric representation then the representation cost is proportional to the number of input triangles. Cost proportional to [he size of the input triangulation is prohibitively expensive for large sets of input triangulations with overlap.
In this section we introduce a procedure for sequential addition of new triangulated meshes into a hierarchical volumetric representation while maintaining an upper bound on the surface approximation error. This uses the normal volume approach introduced in section 2 to transform each triangle into 21 volumetric representation. For each voxel inside the normal volume at the highest resolution we determine the largest voxel size in the multi-resolution representation that gives a local surface approximation within the error bound, 7 .
Multi-Resolution Volumetric Representation
Octrees provide a hierarchical volumetric data structure for efficient representation of field functions for point clouds = Figure 3 . Multi-resolution representation in R3 [ 131. In this section we extend the classical octree representation to enable efficient hierarchical surface representation. Octree splines [7] provide a technique for efficient implicit representation of an object surface, S, as a signed distance field function, f(Z). A discrete field function representation is stored for all points inside a bounding box around the surface, i.e. for the e..tire space occupied by the object. The field function is constructed from a set of points uniformly sampled on the surface, S. The hierarchical octree structure stores a discrete approximation of the field function with high spatial resolution near the surface and decreasing resolution with increasinp distance from the surface. The cost of this representation w::h uniform re-sampling of the surface is therefore proportional to the surface area divided by the voxel resolution as discussed in section 2.3. This does not satisfy our objective of efficient multi-resolution volumetric implicit surface representation. The new multi-resolution volumetric surface representation presented in this section is based on an hierarchical spatial decomposition of a volumetric envelope around the surface. This is illustrated in Figure  3 
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The volume enclosed by each voxel is I<' = 4 f 4c1/2.
The octree subdivision gives a simple 8: 1 coh-espondence between voxels at level l and level 1+1 for a volume ?'+' which is given by:
As for the single-resolution volumetric surface representation we define a closed volumetric offset envelope for the mesh M. Let 
.} E V $ ( t J ) .
Next we determine the corrcsponding voxel for cp at level I such that E c'. The 
Multi-Resolution Fusion Algorithm
In this section we introduce a procedure for fusion ofmultiple overlapping triangulated meshes into a sincie multiresolution representation. Fusion of multiple overlapping meshes combines the single-resolution fusion algorithm introduced in section 2.2 with the multi-resolution representation presented in the previous section. We apply a bottonlup procedure for adding new voxels into a hierachical representation which ensures that the maximum error remains bounded 5 T . The bottom-up procedure starts at the lowest level in the voxel hierarchy 1 = 0 and test the approximation error for1 = O..., nl-1. This bottom-up procedureis cautious as the first priority is ensure that the maximum approximation error remains bounded.
An alternative is to use a greedy top-down algorithm to approximale new triangles at the highest possible level in the multi-resolution representation and to refine the representation as new triangles are introduced. A top-down approach is desirable as it gives a considerable reduction in the COIIIputational cost of building the multi-resolution representation. However, it has been found that the greedy top-down approach does not allow bounded approximation error. Therefore, a more expensive bottom-up algorithm has been developed.
For a set of meshes, {Mi}z = 0, ..., Np,{ -1, we transform each triangle t, into a discrete volumetric approximation using the normal volume approach as follows:
1. Evalutate the normal volume at level zero: 1 :t ( t , ? ) .
2. Find the sct of' voxel centers inside the normal volume: Tlic above algorithm uses the following sub-procedures INSERT, REMOVE, FUSE. TEST and ADD. INSERT and REh l O V E modify the current representation by inserting or deleting voxcls from the structure repspectively. FUSE uses the fusion algo -ithm defined for single-resolution volumetric data to combine data for overlapping surface measurements based. TEST, cvaluating the maximum approximation error for triangle t,, as defined in the previous section. ADD is a recursive call to the same procecedure for a voxel at the next highest level 1 + 1. This enables a corresponding voxel at level I + 1 to approximate multiple sub-voxels at level 1 provided the bound on the approximation error is satisfied. Approximation of multiple sub-voxels at a higher level gives a reduction in representation cost. Note the bottom-up hierarchical approximation allows a new voxel at level 0 which will always give a surface approximation error less than T . Lower lcvel voxels are only replaced at a higher level if the approximation error is bounded.
The procedure introduced above enables fusion of multiple meshes into an efficient multi-resolution volumetric reprcsentation. For multiple overlapping meshes to be integrated correctly the maximum measurement error in the input mesh must be less than the offset distance, d,,,,,, at level 1 = 0. This condition ensures that the normal volumes for overlapping surface measurements intersect and can be fused into a single representation. An equivalent assumption is made for the single-resolution volumetric fusion.
Single resolution implicit surface polygonisation [8, 4] has been used throughout this work to reconstruct an explicit triangulated model for visualisation. Future work will address multi-resolution adaptive polygonisation [ I ] to obtain an efficient triangulation.
Results
In this section we first verify the validity of the multiresolution representation and fusion algorithm introduced in section 3. Results are then presented for the use of multiresolution geometric fusion for reconstruction of 3D surface models of real objects. Surface measuremetns are obtained using both a conventional range image sensor and a hand-held range sensor. A comparison is given ofthe representation cost for single and multi resolution approaches.
Validation of Multi-Resolution Representation
To verify the accuracy of the multi-resolution represenlation we can construct a volumetric representation for a single mesh Ai'. The distance between the original mesh and the implicit surface, f(2) = 0, gives a measure o f t h e represent& ion error. The error at every vertex in the original mesh is evaluated and used to compute the root mean square (rms) and maximum representation error. Note the representation accuracy is expected to be lowest at the mesh verticies Volumetric representation errors for a single input mesh are given in Table 1 for single-resolution and Table 2 for multiresolution resolution. Throughout this paper the error tolerance for multi-resolution representation is equal to the maximum error at the lowest resolution T = &&. The following observation can be made from these results. The repnssentaion error for multi-resolution representation is bounded 5 T . There is an order of magnitude reduction in representation cost between single and multi resolution for the same maximum error. Although there is a corresponding increase in the rms error for multi-resolution. For single-resolution the representation cost is approximately proportional to the square of the resolution. For multi-resolution representation cost reduction for different numbers of levels depends on the level of surface detail, i.e. for accurate representation of the edge voxels at the highest resolution are required. Figure 4 shows the reconstructed model of the edge and sphere for single and multi resolution sphere. The edge approximation accuracy is approximately equal for single and multi resolution. However, the surface is smoother for single resolution as expected from the lower rms error.
Validation of Multi-Resolution Fusion
The representation accuracy for fusion of multiple overlapping meshes is verified by comparing the error for fusion at single and multi resolution. Results are presented in Table 3 for two simple objects captured using a hand-held range sensor. A factor 3-5 reduction in representation cost is achieved for multi-resolution fusion with three or five levels. The maximum representation error remains bounded 5 7 . The rms representation error is approximately double for five levels compared to three levels. This section presents results for the multi-resolution fusion of surface measurements for complex real objects. Table 4 gives the representation cost for four objects for fusion with different numbers of levels. A factor three reduction in representation cost is obtained for multi-resolution fusion. Figure 5 shows the reconstructed 3D models for multi-resolution fusion with nl = 3. There is no visible reduction in the quality of the reconstructed model with the multi-resolution fusion approach. The bunny and soldier models were constructed from multiple range images from Cyberware[ 161 and NRC[10] scanners. The fan and dwarf models were constructed from hand-held range sensor data collected using the 3D Scanners, ModelMaker system.
Conclusions
References A single-resolution geometric fusion algorithm has been presented which allows volumetric implicit surface representation of a set of triangulated meshes. An incremental triangle-by-triangle procedure is introduced for converting an arbitrary mesh to a volumetric representation. The nornml volutne is used for efficient transformation of each triangle to a local volumetric representation. The union of the normal volumes form a volumetric offset envelope around the surface. This approach has the advantage over previous viewpoint based techniques that the volume is independent of the surface orientation allowing efficient representation.
This algorithm enables fusion of surface measurements from both conventional range images and a hand-held range sensor.
Measurements from a hand-held range sensor are a series of unstructured stripes with overfolding. A hierarchical octree structure has been developed for efficient volumetric surface representation with bounded approximation error. The surface is locally represented by the largest voxel size with a planar patch that fits the surface measurements within an error tolerance. This enables efficient approximation for a volumetric envelope around the surface.
Previous hierachical implicit surface representations [ I , 71 approximated the field function throughout the entire region of space occupied by the object. Results demonstrate that the hierarchical approximation achieves an order of magnitude [reduction in representation cost with accurate represention of local surface geomtry for complex features.
Multi-resolution geometric fusion is achived by combining the hierachical volumetric surface representation with the incremental surface to volume transformation. A cautions bottom-up algorithm is introduced to obtain efficient surface representation whilst maintaining a tolerance on the surface approximation error. This algorithm gives computational cost approximately equal to the single resolution reconstruction at the highest resolution. Results demonstrate that this approach achieves a significant reduction in representation cost without a significant reduction in accuracy. Multi-resolution reconstruction of real object models using surface measurements from both range images and a hand-held range sensor gives a factor three reduction in representation cost. Further research is required to identify more efficient algorithms for constructing the multi-resolution representation and achieving further reductions in representation costs.
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